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CHAPTER I

: ^  : ' IH%RODHCTTOH ; ' ' ' : <

. It is a, common assumption that • parents experience
problems in the process of rearing their chilhreno Find- 
ing ont what these problems are in a partictilar group of 
parents Should enable us to have a better understanding'of- 
their concerns» The Advisory Service of Field Enterprisesy 
Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois, as a service to customers 
who had purchas ed a,set Of Chlldorafts answered letters 
writteh by parents seeking help with their child-rearing 
problems. Due -to fortuitous circumstances, approximately 
1,500 of these letters were made available to the investi
gator » These were all of the letters on child-rearing / 
problems; receiyed by the Advisory Service during the years 
1951 through 1956, with 1952 excluded.

■ ■ This.problem was undertaken on the assumption that 
it is. middle-class parents, primarily, who tend toypurchaee, 
books of this kind which deal With the child» IhaSmuch as ' 
not all parents have the opportunity of seeking help, it 
seemed, likely. fhsLt analysis of; the problems of'these :
particular parents might have generalized implications 
for middle-class parents = - ' ': ,y v-: '

-1L:



2 ° THE ̂ PROBLEM
2

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of 
this studyv (1) to determine some of the child-rearing 
problems for which parents seek help when given the oppor= 
tunltyi (2) to determine the relative frequency of certain 
kinds of problems? (3.) to investigate possible age .and sex 
differences with regard to certain problems.reported by the • 
parents? (4) to determine the role of perception on the 
part, of parents when.reporting'problem behavior? (5) to 
explore the implications Of this study for possible educa
tional', significance o . H v //d ' p/p':

Justification of the problem. The home economics 
curriculum at the secondary level includes child develop
ment unitso These units can better meet the needs if more 
is khown about fhe actual chiId-rearing problems that 
confront parents. College courses are also offered that 
deal with growth, development, and behavior of the child.
In addition to providing valuable background for; parent
hood, these college courses are an important part of teacher 
training for the home economics, teachers in secondary 
schoolso The Information revealed by this Study might also 

' have implications in the field of adult education. Personal 
advice bn chi id-rearing; problems Is. not readily available to



parent s - except f or tilla-b provided by child guidance clinics 
in the event of severe problems» : •

Limitations^ Ho information was available- .-on the 
ages# socio-economic 'level or educational background of the 
writers of the letters used in this study<, An attempt to 
secure an estimate or any facts on this point from Field 
Enterprises was unsuccessful*> It -was the investigator's' 
estimate that, the majority of the writers were from middle 
or lower middle-class<, This estimate was based noon the-.
:grammar and the general constructiQn of the letters and 
upon the fact that middle-class people are more likely to 
purchase books of this kind which deal with the child»
These letters cannot be considered to reflect a random 
.sample. It is to be understood that any interpretations 
or generalizations based upon the information contained . 
in the letters is subject to the limitations indicated by 
the natur e - of the sample. ■ : : i'

Organization of the study. -Chapter II consists of 
the findings .and their discussion. The problems described 
by parents were divided into eleven problem areas# and a 
section.of the chapter, was devoted to each area. Included 
in these sections were a discussion of the chiId-rearing; 
principles involved# a statistical summary# and conclUsiohs



and observations. The S'xMmary#- Chapter III/ consists of . 
twp. .parts.s; ; 1) a statistical stjnmary of the totals from
each of the t'welve problem areas so that they may be seen 
in relation to one another# and (2) final conclusions and 
observations on the findings of the study»

■ irt:’ RBflBW CT1 :THE raiEATTOl, '

.. . A. great deal has been written on child-rearing 
problems. The problem areas discussed in this, study were 
determined by the problems presented by parents. The „. 
Review of Literature includes only the subjects pertinent 
to these problem areas. \:The following studies reported 
during the last ten years are representative rather than 
inclusive. :.. 'V:, . ■ ;

A study on the relationship between eating and 
feeding and the .emotional needs of children was carried ' 
out by Rabinovitch and Flschhoff in 1952. Their excellent 
treatment of thi s topic provided example s of varying 
emotional climates in the early years to illustrate that.- 
food and eating symbolize the earliest, most basic grati
fications that the. child receives from the mother. Food 
,may symbolize security j, well being, and comfort I or it ; 
may stand for tension* conflict/ and displeasure, depend
ing on the framewpf k .of Interper sonal relations in ‘which



the ehild' has learned, his eating habits<, Hot eating may be . 
the child.1 s only effective way of reacting to intolerable 
conflict, or it may b e the child is attempt to expiate 
irrational feelings of wrong doing. (.30)

Despent stadied the sleeping'patterns of twenty~ 
nine boys and twenty-nine girls between the ages of two and 
five years, She.fonnd that parental attitude can produce 
anxietyrwhich* in turn* affects the.sleeping patterns of i 
children. According to her findings* group.sleeping did 
not ,interf ere, with individual sleep. (20)
/I; i :■ 1.11 ingsworth described the normal sleep patterns of
children and discussed the sleep problems found, among young 
Childrens bed refusal * sleep refusal* waking at night 9 and 
early morning waking. :The cause and treatment of each type 
of problem were indicated, fhis report was in the form of 
an.authoritative discussion rather than a summary of a 
scientific, study. : {25) ■ ■ „ ■■; ; : .

Diller considered the sex factor in enuresis and 
: from random sampling ; of child patients of ■: a• mental:hygiene ... 
clinic reported that the ratio of male to female, enuretics 
was two-and-one-half to; one!' (.21) ' . ' . .
■ Bostock and Shackleton failed to establish any

.significant association between breast feeding and later 
enures18. They did conclude that later enuresis was found



to toe stronglj related, to rigid toilet training and. that 
such rigid training tends to occur more frequently in 
unwanted children. (18)

IllingsWorth investigated, the causes of crying 
among infants and children. He coneluded that conflict 
concerning feedings rigorous toilet ■trainings and fatigue 
are the three most frequent causes. He further stated that
■ among older childrens most crying is related to the child9 a 
developing ego and negativism or to his need for love and 
security, fo cry on being awakened is a developmental 
characteristic at the; age of two-and-a-half to three years. : 
insecurity from any causes unhappiness at home or . school 
unkindnesss impatiences excessive discipline or lack of

■ disciplines jealousyP or over-protection leads to excessive 
crying.in the young chiId. ( 34) ' ■

• Stuttering has been the subject of numerous studies.
Moncur reported on stuttering as a form of tensional outlet- 
Using,forty-two boys and six' girls as his subjects, he 
found that all the stutterers/ without.exception, possessed/ 

. additional symptoms of emotional disturbance. Bach
stutterer exhibited more than ;twice, as many symptoms than 
did each non-stutterer. A larger number of subjects would
■ have, made the evidence more conclusive. (29) ';

Another tensional outlet5 nail biting, was studied



fey li^Gh wlao had 78 school teachers examine the hands of '
29551 hoys and 1,692 girls from ages 5 to 16, Fifty-one 
perneent of the total hit their: nailg:,: and the highest  ̂
Incidenoe appeared to occur hetween 11 and 14 years. Boys 
were more frequent hall, biters than were girls« Secondary 
school children bit:their hails more than grammar school 
children, according to his:summary» This report made no . 
attempt to assign causes or curesi It was restricted to ; 
reporting fants on the Incidence of nail biting and the . 
age and sex factors, using a large: sample'.: (17)

A. study on thumb sucking was undertaken by Sears 
and Sise to test; Freud ?s hypdthe'sis that' securing food y v ’ 
by sucking increases the oral drive. Their data were 
: secured from: mother s of , chlidreh rwaging In age: - from two' - 
years three months, to seven years ten months. Their 
conclusions were: (1.) increased frustration occurs in
late rather than early weaning, (2) that the strength of 
the oral drive rather than frustration at weaning determines 
the occurrence of thumb sucking, and (3) that early weaning 
is less frustrating than late weaning. The authors raised 
the dh®stloh of whether or hot the frustration in early . 
weaning was so harmful after all. They also stated that . 
.they begarded th^ at worst,
and as a product of more than just a strong oral drive. (31)



The interviewing of mothers of children of such varying 
ages would allow a high degree of recall error In the 
cases of the mothers of the older children. Ineonslstenej 
in reporting the degree of frustration would result If the 
mothers were the sole judges and observers of this factor» 
Theirnanswers might be a more accurate Indication of the 
temperament of the mothers than of the frustration of the 
childreno • The conelusions of tills study might$ therefore $, 
be subject to some question, •

• -A study;of sixty-six children by Yarrow would seem 
to be more reliable because he employed the longitudinal 
method to study the length of - time the Infant was breast fed 
and the age of weaning« He reported- no statistically con- ■ 
si stent affects as. related, to duration and severity of 
thumb sue king o He agreed with Birch, however, that a more 
severe reaction to weaning was found in late weaning than in 
early weaning» He. father concluded •that the shortest, feed
ing time during the ages of one. to six months was associated 
with'the severest and most persistent thumb sucking„" (51) '

. The emotional reactions and behavior of children in 
' the home:.was 'the •.subject of a: ystudy:: by Winkley, Jackson, 
Faust, Murray, and Cermak«,: They prepared a schedule of ■ 
questions designed to. reveal .facts'" on this subject» Social ' 
case workers then asked"'the• [qUes11 ohs of mothers of one 
hundred school children, ages five to seven. The children5s



mothers may be the ultimate author It le s -f on the emotional ■ 
behavior of their children in one sense, but information 
requested from mothers is subject to faulty recall and to 
less than total candidness, The.mothers1 capabilities of :
accurate perception, would be a variable factor# : also, ;

''' Wallis studied the ■fears' Of Dakota Indian children^ 
revealing .their most common fears weres animals, accident 
and pain, and strange situations, (32) Dumas studied the
fears of children from three states in India, and their 
predominating^ fears werei. spirits, thieves, and fire« (22)
Data frbm studies dealing with such diverse ethnic and cul
tural groups are. valuable for■comparison purpo se s,

Prior to 1950 there were a number of studies 
eondueted on children1s fears by authorities in several ' 
fields, The studies, by Jerslid and his associates during 
the years of 1933 to 1935 are widely recognized. (26)
In 1932 Hagrnan studied the fears of pre-school children®

!2S)
, ' : ;' •. ' The- head: banging behavior of normals not hospital- 
lzeds children ranging,ln age'from ten to forty-nine months 
was the subject of an investigation by de Lissovoy and was 
reported in I960. The age of onset of head banging in the 
thirty-three subjects ranged" from three" to twelve monthsf . 
all of the- subjects had a history of other rhythmic activ- . 
itiesy such as head or body rolling, prior to the head ■ f >



banging <, The mothers of fifteen head, bangers were less 
aocept%ht in their chiid-rearing'practice than were 87;̂ ' 
matched group of mothers«, Significantly higher anxiety 
scores were obtained" by the mothers of head bangers. (19)
, A belief: in punitive control of.children has been
shown in tests and in everyday behavior by the majority Of 
students enrolled In a sophomore level chiId-development 
class at the University of Kentucky, (27) A study oh the
modification of student attitudes on guidance-of-children 
scales through classroom teaching was reported in 1960 by 
Mar shall s Hobart, Oox/ Magruger p and Ringo» Dr. Marshall"', 
who is in charge of the"child development area Of home 
economics at the ITnlversity of Kentucky, felt impelled to 
take steps to attempt to reduce the students1 expressions 
of disapproval of the nursery school's failure to spank and 
punisho She developed two lessons On democratic guidance 
of children to be presented in child development classes 
before any other subject matter and before any observation 
of the children in the nursery school. Instructors were 
pleased with the apparent change .of attitude of the obser
ving students, yet when the Parental, Attitude Research. 
Instrument, was readministered, there Were no differences 
between the initial and .f inal test mean . attitude scores; 
for the group = The authors’ ’conclusions were, that teaching .



can modify the attitudes of individual students toward 
guidance of children and can modify the pattern of delations 

’'hetween similar attitudes within groups of students*' yet at 
' the same time may not produce any' change in the- mean atti— ,f 
tude score's of the group of students exposed to the teaeh- 
ingo (28) . ^ ^  •.

The following group of studies .are of, a more . , 
inclusive nature and hear greater similarity to the current 
Vstudyo ■' V ' V.' 'V:. - ' ; ;V : :; ' ' . ■ .

';: der s1Id * WOodyard* and del Solar In 1949 * through .
personal interviews with 544 families having. 1*157 children 
Of all ages* studied hoth the joys and problems of child 
rearingo 'The following major categorles of problems were 
. reported by parents In rank order of frequencys personality , 
traits* sibling relationships* establishing routine* school* 
living quarters* and emotional behavior. (9)

ff William Griffiths used the questionnaire method in. 
studying the behavior difficulties of children as. perceived 
and judged by parents*- teacher s * and the children them
selves? The problems were classified as aggressive behav
ior * delinquent-related behavior * withdrawing .behavior * and 
non-compliant behavior» Griffiths states* ^Children from 
middle-ciass:families are constantly under pressure to 
attain and achieve goals set Up by the middle class. Davis.



and Havighurst believe . that much of the. friction between 
middle-class parents, and children grows out of this . 
pressure ° They even, go ' so . far as. to, state that 75• per cent, 
of parent-child difficulties of the. middle class are 
related to. parents ’ demands o’' (5 )

Letters from parents and nurses containing questions 
about dhild behavior and development and the author6 s 
meplies 'dtiring- the'years 1929. .•to'/193® ..were' the; basis of a 
book by Isaacs published in 1948, Ho attempt was made to 
present statistical data on the number of inquiries on each 
particular problem or. on the age or sex of the .children 
about whom the questions were asked. The letters were : 
used to : ihtroduee^' of iliustrate s the ohild-development 
principles that the author discussed. The areas presented 
by Isaacs wefei relationships with parents $ nurses - and 
children, obedience, discipline and punishment, lack Of 
self-control and;crying, tantrums, shyness, jealousy, 
anxieties>:aggressiveness, and sex education,■ (7)

A representative sample of two hundred fifty-two • 
children ffom the Berkeley survey, which included every 
third child born in Berkeley between January 1, 1928, and 
June 30, 1929, has' been under scrutiny for. fourteen years, 
%The first physical and mental examination of .each child 
was given at twenty-one months of age. At this time the



sample was divided into two groupsy Guidance and Control.
The Guidance group subsequently, had intensive discussion of 
marital and parent-obild relationships arid child-training 
procedures. A coding of the mothers? reports was made when 
the .children were twenty-one months of age, three years of 
age, and at yearly intervals- thereafter through fourteen ■ 
years'. A list.of forty-six problem behaviors associated 
with biological!functioning arid control, motor manifesta
tions, social standards, and personality patterns was com
piled from the coded reports. A report on this monumental 
study was made by Macfarlane in 1954, but the investigator ' 
was unable to secure a copy, (10)

' , ■: Dr. Christine Hillman classified'and analyzed the. .
problems presented - in-; several thousand letters written to 
a newspapercblumnist who specialized in writing what :1s . 
known in the common . vernacular as: a tTletters to the love
lorn^ column. Despite .continuing efforts through libraries, 
'micro-film services., and a personal letter to Dr. El liman, 
the investigator was unable to obtain a copy of this 
doctoral' dissertation. ; '■ - . : D'-rr : :

Many aspects of individual child-rearing problems' 
.have been studied. In ifaost cases the curiosity of the 
Investigator supplied the motive; and the information was 
obtained by the questionnaire or interview method or from



lapsplfealj' schools or legal records* . A search of the 
literature has revealed. 11 ttle Infprmatlon on the 
frequency dlstrllDution of the problems that have been of 
actual parental concern# Finding out" what these problems 
are In' a particular group of parents and revealing- the 
frequency distribution and anyage, or - sex associated . • 
characteristics of the problenas has been the approach' of
:,i&ls study. . The basic data were not elicited from parents 
by the investigator but were supplied by approximately 
1*500 letters written by parents seeking help with their ' 
Chi Id =-re:ar ing pr ob lems> i -e ’ ■ : i

; pf';-., - , i i r . r ' ; ^ i e t h # v o f ^ ^ ■, - : - , t

A list Of categories; was determined into which 
the maiority; of:' problemswould •fit« All of the letters 
were readj and the age and sex of the child about whom 
the problem was wpitteh and the problem category were 
noted on the upper., right-hand corner of each letter.
The letters, were sorted Into the problem categories 
the problems were classified as the parent presented them



rattier than as interpreted by the investigatoro"5̂
The categories were-then subdivided and organized 

into the table form Of summary that is presented in dadh 
section of Chapter XX. Current texts in child development 
wer e c on suit ed f of the b ao kgr ound of the discussion of 

'•'‘■'principles in each problem area, (Ss 4s 6, 8, •11* 14, 16) 
GhlldGraft.Advisory Service limited its service to one 
problem per letter. In the few cases where the parent 
wrote more than one problem* the first one mentioned in 
the letter was the one considered.

^Inasmuch as there was no opportunity for the ' 
inyestigator to clarify intent and meanings with the- 
parents who wrote the letters9 the decision to classify 
letters according to the problem as described by the 
parent seemed the most logical procedure> The categories 
thereby are necessariiy of a symptomatic nature; moreover, 
the symptoms de scribed by the parents .are; likely accurate 
only to the extent permitted .by the perception of the 
parents. Eo doubt, had the investigator made an attempt 
to interpret the symptoms, other categories would have 
emerged. •; ' ' . . : ■ -



OHAPTBR .11'

! ; RESULTS ATO DISCUSS I ON . .

. . . ; ■; 1. , WEjffllW. AjRDNEATim . . V

Description of the Problem Area '
Ifeaning means a transition from the breast or : - .

bottle to the cup and also a transition from a liquid, 
diet to one that includes solids» Gradual weaning is > 
thought to be preferable to forcing Or urgingi some 
.children continue to take a night bottle until they are 
two or three years of age= HThere is no ’right time* to; 
•take the. grown-up step' Oif. cdmpletely doing' away with the 
bottlef and In most instances a child should not be forced 
to give it up until he is emotionally ready," This state
ment by Jenkins, Shacter> and Bauer (8:23) seems repre
sentative of the current thinking about.the process of 
weaningo ;

An Heating probiem,t■ is often the symptom of diffi
culty in another area of the child’s life» According to 
Teieher (16?52)/ "In general, the whole matter of (feeding 
problems * is not so much a question of appetite as of the 
way the child feels about his parents." The child may be 
forced to submit on other issuess but no one can force him



to swallowe
Appetite fluctuatlori is a part of the normalj, 

developmental pattern.: "if the :tod<dlen;has ..ample oppor
tunity to choose from a we11-balanced diet, he is almost 
certain to get enough to eat,” is the belief of Stone and 
Church. (14gids); This would seem to imply that enjoyment 
is the best aid to appetite, and, also, that the.child who 
has had freedom of choice: .as id variety and amounts of foods 
will like a. wider variety than one who has been.forced to 
, eat. Food fads' are common among .children and' ordinarily 
can be expected to run their Course A- :

: Good manners are best learned from good example and
wi 11 - I'mproye with the age and. dexterity of. the : child. -
Gesell (2g239) states, "An.incredible amount of emotional 
tension disturbs the - equanimity of mealtimes of many 
American homes. All because of an exaggerated'emphasis on 
table manners for their own sake." • . .

; ;■ In' siMmary" of ..'the whole area of eating problems y . .
Teicher (16 g 55) says"Treatment of almost all feeding 
problems is directed at making eating pleasurable, .not. a 
job of work. »  ̂ Harshness, scolding, shaming, have no 
place in helping the child to grow. The more unemotional, 
the more matter-of-fact the: pareht is about eatihg, the. / 
better it will be for the child’s happiness and for his 
development o "  ̂ . . , ; :



18
Simmary

TABLE I 
WEANING AND EATING

Nature of the Problem
Total Num
ber of 
Children

Male Fe
male

Median Age 
in Months

Demands bottle:
Nap time and bedtime 15* 9 5 20
During the night 4 2 2 15
During the day 15*** 4 8 25

/Accepts limited variety
of food 24 14 10 26

Misbehaves at mealtime 19** 9 8 42
Lacks appetite 9 4 5 39
Refuses to feed self 3 2 1 24
Craves candy 2 2 0 23
Has diet problem due to

disease 4** 
Mother desires meal plan

2 0 36
ning and preparation
advice 4** 2 0 33

Total 99 50 39 26
Median

*Each asterisk represents one case in which the 
sex of the child was not specified.

JLLIncludes refusal of new foods, rejection of certain 
textures, specific food dislikes, and food fads.

The ninety-nine problems on weaning and eating 
represented 6 per cent^ of the total problems in the study.

The percentage figures throughout the study have 
been rounded off to the nearest whole number.



. ' . ' , - . . : . • : * : 19
Of the ninety-nine> 51 per cent were concerned with hoys and 
39 per cent with girls« In 10 per cent of the cases, the sex 
of the child was not indicated <> ' • ,

Chiidren,;S ■unwillingness to give up their bottles 
accounted for 34 per cent of the weaning and eating problems « 
They were equally divided as to sex« Children's objections 
to certain textures of food were 11 per cent of the ninety- 
nine children* As the median age of these children was only 
eleven months, it would seem that this problem, too, was 
largely one of weaning| that is, the transition from a pri
marily liquid diet to one with a greater proportion of solid 
food. If this question is included, the Weaning problems 
account for 43 per cent of the weaning,and eating problems«

. There were twenty-seven letters with a total of
thirty-four children who continued to demand the bottle at 
an age when the parents thought that it should be discon- . 
tinued. Five mothers had either two dr three children each
who continued to cling to their bottles. The dilemma of

• these mothers was whether Or not the. siblings should be
weaned simultaneously.

, v \ In generalthe parents regarded clinging to the 
bottle as a habit rather than an indication that the child 
had not yet found other means Of self-assurance and self- 
comfort so that he was not ready to give up this more •



infantile form of gratification v" ■
With regard to the eating problems s a little more 

than one-third were concerned with mealtime behavior. Thes<e " 
parents seemed to "be expecting: too' much in the way of dexter-- ' 
ity. and manners and to be placing too much emphasis on • . : . 
decorumo The letters from parents having mealtime behavior 
problems with their children evidenced a lack of; ihgenuity .
and consistency in.'handling situations such as: siblings '

■ playing and talking together at the table and neglecting 
theif eatingg and the dawdling tactics of an only child.-

• The following letter presenting a mealtime behavior . 
problem is quoted because (1) it is one of the three■letters 1 
written by the father rather, than the mother out of apprdxi- ' 
mately ip5Q0, letters^ (2) the letter conveys the impression K 
that the father is rather prOud of his child8 s ■ performance j, 
and (3) this letter presents a rather- ■ extreme example of .a .v 
child having control of the situatioh Instead of the adults 
having control, • 1

If you were a member of the familys you would 
anxiously await' the ending Of each meal, hoplhg to >
escape without bodily injury or at least soiled '

. clothes, because Wesley puts on a grand exhibition
', Very; nearly ..every time that he eats w'ith the family's ,

iiifhen we• have a roasts he', snatches up the carving 
: . knifes swishes it pirate fashion over his mpther8s ' 

head and thrusts it at my breastbone I He will grab a 
handful of butter from the butter dish and cram it 
, into his mouth. •. 1 * .How can we calm him down?
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Tlae three paFen'fcs wlio eoiBplained that their child

ren would no longer feed themselves attributed-the cause to 
the arrival; of. a younger, sibling =, . These parents did not ■ 
perceive this behavior as indicating a need on the part of 
their children for love, reassurance, and additional.atten
tion.. They asked whether to accede to the demands of the 
children to be fed; or, if not, how to compel the children- 
to. resume feeding themselves o ' .

The parents who reported problems.in the category
of ''Accepts limited variety of .foods" in Table I seemed to
be unaware that food preferences and refusals are common 
.among children until after the age of approximately eight, 
years. (2s241) These parents expressed fears that their
children would always eat the same limited diet they now 
ate- Six mothers admitted to the use of force, as a means 
of getting their children to eat- One mother stated that /. 
her pediatrician had told her not to try to force her child 
to eat, but she knew that he was wrong* V
' ' I -. It appeared to the investigator that all of the
ninety-nine cases except the four disease-based diet prob
lems. were well' within the .range -of normal development and . 
behavior patterns- Hot enough information was given about 
the individual children to be able to judge whether or not , 
any of the feeding problems were actually symptoms of
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dif’floulty ill. some other area of the childf s 1 life
In ninety-five cases it would seem that the dif

ficulties. In the weaning and eating area resulted from (1) 
lack of parental understanding that successful weaning 
comes when the child himself is emotionally ready • to give 
up this more Infantile form of self"gratification$ (2) lack 
of parental knowledge :of children®s patterns of eating 
"behavior p ' and .(3) parental f ailure, to follow the generally 
recommended practice of creating a pleasant atmosphere so 
that eating is a pleasure for the child= • V , .

V I!. SIgBPim ' . - -

Description of the Problem Area : : i ; :
' , The majority of children® s sleeping problems from

the parental standpoint were concerned with the following: 
difficulty in going to sleep, .wakefulness during the night, 
physical sleeping arrangements, desire to sleep with , 
parents, dreams, nightmares, 'sleepwalking, andbedtime: ■ 
rituals = V ■ . 1 • :

The personality of the child and sleep are closely 
related» The nervous, excitable child is more apt to be 
restless at night. Sleep disturbances are common during : 
ithe peridds of greatest growth Changes.,' . '1 ;:f" . V ‘

Gesell {21245) suggests these reasons for probiems
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' at Bedtimei 11 The fall of night# the Impehding'separation 

from the parent, and the: prospect of the blackout of. sleep 
itself all 'combine to' soften the' texture of 'daytime morale, 
and Open the way to apprehensions. Imaginings, and clinging 
behavior," Teicher .states ' that most bedtime difficulties :

. . with the average child are due to poor:habit training and’
poor handling on the part of parents. (16:108) • . .. .

;, . -. v The following explanation for the difficulty in - •
going to sleep is given by Gesell (2s244)s "During the 

■ second and-third years release into sleep proves to be a ' 
complex process because it entails a voluntary inhibition 
of the wakeful Cerebral ebrtex, Doing to sleep from choice 
is a release act comparable 'to- prehensory release," i.ecord
ing to Teicher.(16s1 0 6 ,  a child does not ordinarily
fall 'asleep the minute he is in bed; the average time for :: ,
falling asleep is twenty minutes,"

: ' 'Periods of night wakefulness and activity are normal
behavior for‘.some: two -ye ar -0 Ids«, Dreams, nightmares, and , .. 
sleepwalking are not uncommon., Sleepwalking is sometimes 

■ v a symptom of emotipnal prpblems , :.';̂̂̂^̂̂̂^̂:̂̂̂.'-" : .. . ,; : :
Another problem is that Of the .child who wants to

sleep in his parents * bed. Tig and Ames (6:105-6) state,
"In most cases, parents find that it does little harm and .
seems to do the Child a lot of good. . » , With the child
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who. holds onto patterns once established 0 «, » it Is wiser
not to start anything that you don’t want to continue,"

Bedtime demands and ritual serve as a transition
he twoen: wsilcing ' and 'sleeping; fop the two-to-three-year-old»
Parental foresight and ingenuity are needed to limit the .
ritual0 Onee established5 it should be respected« For
most children? pre-bedtime activities should be kept quiet
and simpleo . \

As with many, of the problems of ehildren, the .
;summary of \problemshedhcerning':sleep . relates back ; to the ;
"whole" child» The child who has had an active day with
opportunity for play and self-expression, sufficient love
and attention, a bearable nuitber of frustrations and y
mishaps will rarely have bedtime; or sleep problems»
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Summary

TABLE IT 
SLEEPING

Nature of the Problem<
Total Num
ber of 
Children

Male Fe
male

Median Age 
in Months

Getting to sleep 63 45 18 24
Night wakefulness 22 10 12 19

^Sleeping arrangements 22** 11 9 24
Sleeping with parents 11 7 4 30

^Miscellaneous
Dreams, nightmares.

9* 3 5 42
sleepwalking 4 3 1 81

Bedtime ritual 2 1 1 28

Total 133 80 50 28
Median

*Each asterisk represents one case in which the sex 
of the child was not specified.

#See explanation on page 26 of text.
##Includes: Inquiry on whether or not sleeping on the

stomach is good for the child, a child who does not get suf
ficient unbroken rest because she goes to the bathroom once 
each night; a child who will not sleep without the light on, 
three children in one family who have the same bedtime--!s 
this too early for the oldest, a seven-year-old who gets 
insufficient sleep (ten hours) and is sensitive during the 
day, a child who dreads going to bed, a two-and-one-half-year 
old child who screams when left to go to sleep, a child who 
refuses to sleep any place except in his own bed (which 
restricts parents1 social life), and a child with multiple 
sleep problems.

The number of children having sleep problems wag 
8 per cent of the total number of children. Of these, 60 
per cent were male, 38 per cent female, and 2 per cent
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sex not specified* What appears' to, "be a high percentage of - 
males as cpfflpared with females in the sleeping problem 
category is discounted by the fact that 58 per cent of the 
1,587 children about whom parents wrote were male. ■- 
’ : With, the exception of the miscellaneous item and

the dreamsj, nightmares5 and'sleepwalMng ,itemj the mean ■ 
age of the children was well within the two -1 o -.thr e e -ye ar - . 
old range when^sleeping difficulties' are common^ Getting- ;
to.sleep was the problem occurring most frequently5 47 per : 
cent of the children. Eight wakefulness was the concern of 
■parents of 17. per cent of the children. : S1 e © ping with . 
parents and the miscellaneous problems accounted for 8 per 
cent and 9 per cent of the children# respectively.

■ 1 The \̂81eeping- arrangements" item in Table II con- ’ 
sisted of overlapping or ■multiple questions on the where, .: ■ 
whens and how of changing children from their present 
sleeping place to another. In five cases the changes were 
to be made to make room for the arrival of a new baby in ’ 
the familyj, and five cases involved moving or adding rooms 
to a house. The parents® concerns were: siblings sharing
a bedrbbm (six) g making the change from crib - tog a Targer ' h:;: 
bed /(five), and moving a-child from the parents5 room to 
one of his own (two)..
. , . Probably th.e most significant f inding in the sleep



problem area is that almost 17 per cent of the children 
were involved in questions on sleeping arrangements, and 
this topic is narely discussed in child development texts. 
Six of seven:current texts (2, 4, 8 , 11, 14, 16) made no 
mention of this itemo Child Behavidr hy Ilg and- Ames . 
is diiected primarily to p a r e n t s I t  .■contained a one-page 
discussion on changing the child to a big bed. These ■ 
authors stated that four is the ideal age. (6 ? 106-7), The '( 
five children in this :study whose parents desired to change 
them from,a: crib, to a larger bed. had a mean age of twenty- 
six months.; This would seem to indicate that these parents 
were attempting dr desiring to make a change at an earlier 
age than probably was., advisable. • dn,, view of the percentage 
of questions on physical sleeping arrangements, perhaps 
some of the factors to be considered in making changes in 
sleeping arrangements should be included in text discussions 

The median age of the children having difficulties 
in getting to sleep was twenty-four months, but the range 
was from one-and-one-half.months to one-hundred-forty-four . 
months. This .wide range is an indication that the problem 
is not closely limited to the second and third years when 
it is the most prevalento The letters gave ample evidence 
that poor habit training and lack of consistent methods of 
handling on the part of the parents were the main
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: eenti’i'buting causes of getting-to=sleep problems*

The information about each child was too limited to 
, support valid conclusions that any of the sleep problems 
was a symptom of difficulties-in other areas of the child8 s 
life.

;:: ' ..' ' ■' «■ toiist: T R A i r a m  ■ ':: ;;;;: - i: v '1

Description of the Problem Area ' -
. The approximate age that bowel and bladder-control- 

are- learned is given by Stone and Ohurbh (14:79-80)5 
^Stable bowel controls where the baby himself plays the 
chief role# usually comes after .he can walk ’* -■B'pr
almost all babiesj, bladder control does not COme about '

■ until between eighteen months and two years by day, anti 
two to three years, or even later, by night«n G-esell and 

; Ilg (83 246-47) concur s and they explain the physiological 
reasons "These excretory functions are governed by a 
combination of voluntary and inyolunt ary mechanisms . . , 0 
All toilet 'training must defer to the maturity of the 
child8s central nervous^ system," Bowel control usually is 
learned first and with;,fewen'dlfficultiesi'

In our middle-class American culture«, there are 
few ,areas of child-rearing in which cultural pressures are 
so strong. (11:194) Mother's seem to feel that it reflects
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on their materrial. ability If their children are not trained 
as early as those of their nelgl'iTDors» ; ’ - •:

Fears and hostility generated in ptmltlve toilet 
training may become attached, to the parents who enforce it 
and may generalize to other interpersonal relations» Also, 
a child is/-sometimes, nnahle to distinguish between his 
mother * s displeashre. at his' lack of .cleahlihess and her 
feelings of him as an;individual> (11:197-98) >

Child development, authorities are in general agree
ment concerning several definite guiding principles regard
ing toilet training,, Training: should not be begun, until the 
child is maturatibnally readyo A oalmp matter-of-fact 
approach On the part of the mother is essential.•/ Jenkins, 
Shacters and Bauer (8:51) states' t!A child should never be 
forced and should never be punished for lack of success=n 
Toilet training is a learning process that may take six '
months or longer to accomplish0. There may be relapses, 
just as in other forms of learning®■ The learning of bladder 
control follows a definite pattern® Stone and Church 
;(141151)- state> "Bladder control comes in three stages. ’
First® the child becomes aware that he has wet himself« .. ®
Somewhat later ,« :<> . 0 the child becomes aware that he is
wetting® -1, ® Within a. few months, he will begin to ./ v 
anticipate that he is about to wet ® ** ,
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Bed wetting, or enuresis, of children of four and 

older is a common and difficult problem. Teicher (16:65) 
says that, "In the great majority of cases studied, the 
child who continues to wet after the age of five has no 
physical disorder of the bladder, kidneys, or urinary 
system. The wetting is a complicated symptom— often one 
of many symptoms— of an emotional disturbance."

Summary
TABLE III 

TOILET TRAINING

Total Num-
Nature of the Problem ber of Male Fe Median Age

Children male in Months
Bed wetting 40 27 13 60
Bowel control 45 33 12 36
Bladder and bowel control.

daytime 25 18 7 24
Bladder control, daytime 10 7 3 37

Total 120 85 35 37
Median

The one hundred twenty cases of toilet training 
problems represented 8 per cent of the total number of 
children about whom parents wrote. The one hundred twenty 
consisted of 71 per cent boys and 29 per cent girls. The 
tendency for girls to be trained earlier and with less
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effort than boys has been frequently observed by investiga
tor s. Jenkins$, Shacter? and Bauer (8s60) state, "Most 
girls learn to stay dr̂ r Several months before most boys
do." - ■■ V .  : ■■ ■■ ^

Bowel control problems accounted for 38 per cent of 
the toilet training problems and bladder control problems 
for 8 per cent» The opposite might be expected on the 
basis of seeming agreement among authorities that bowel . '
control is learned at an earlier age and with fewer prob
lems than is bladder controlo Jenkins, Shacter, and Bauer 
(8s 51) statej, "The toddler is usually ready to start bowel - 
training a good many months, before he can be expected to 
control his urination, .o' . »" Ilg and Ames (6s 123) and 
Teicher (16s54) concur In this■opinion.

There are several possible explanations for the 
high percentage of bowel control problems reported in 
this study. Such problems may be more frequent than .is 
commonly believed by child development authorities.
Possibly parents expect the.child1s difficulty with blad
der control, and they are not as likely to;write about it 
as a problem. Also, perhaps parents are more tolerant of 
wetting than of ̂ sol ling.. Faulty? braining techniques 
employed by the mother may be a factor. Teicher (16s54) 
says, "Most children'who go oh soiling regularly after
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two are those whose mothers have: made a big battle about

' I:-The mean age of the:ehildren reported in the bed
wetting category was seventy-three months, which would 
.seem to indicate a more accurate; classification: would treat 
bed wetting as a symptom, of some more basic emotional dis
turbance. . : ’ '

The bowel control problems prior:to the age of 
twenty-four months were the "usual" ones of mothers who had 
become discouraged during the process of toilet training 
their, childreno These mothers frequently stated that they 
had not scolded, spanked, or punished.

- The tone of the mothers1 letters changed, when the 
children about whom they wrote were over two years of age? 
there was. frequent mention. that' they had "tried everything® 
Cultural pressure was evidenced by such statements as,
"It*3 making me nervous and it8s also embarrassing for me 
■ when I5m asked how I'm getting along with this matter."• 
Another wrote, "I know we are not to compare, children, but 
youl l! have to a:dmit there is pressure: from relatives. It' 
is embarrassing when their standards indicate that a mother 
who 'knows how to handle her offspring has him trained much 
before the age of two a"

There, was frequent mention of the use of enemas p
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laxatives, and suppositories„ One mother of.a thirty-month- - . 
old boy wrote the following ac'eotint of her ■ problem:

Last month he: stopped making B, Mo altogethere •
■ He!d go for five days and thentl’d be forced to . .
give him a milds non-habit forming laxative each 

■t . evening and used a soap-stick for a minute or two 
twenty or thirty minutes after breakfast, Wo 
success o East week he was examined by the doctor 
for fissure and there was none» . Since then,. I’ve_ 
continued the laxa.tlye and have used a finger cot 

: , ' ahd; inserted my thumb in his reetiam to relax the 
sphinctero It hasn’t worked so far. « « = This 

• morning I used a fountain syringe» V «, It seems 
to be more of a psycho1og1ca1 problem. I’ve prob- 
ably been making too much of .a fuss about it <» » « 
but I have to do something. If it’s jealousy of : 1
his baby sister? four months„ and a desire for more attention, what then? . ;
: ' Of the ten daytime urination problems, seven were 

problems with children older than twenty-four months,
Three of these seven were children whose, .mothers said ■.

' they would hot urlhate without being reminded, bribed, 
or spanked first. An additional two problems concerned ; 
Children who urinated out-of-doors, and .two who had fre
quent accidents because they were reluctant to Interrupt ,

: ^ :id,:y
The letters . on bed ■■wetting were not consistently 

revealing enough;, to justify coneInsions on causation, ; The 
mothers frequently asked for suggestions, stating that they 
had "tried everything,” Fifteen of the forty mothers. 
mentioned that they had taken tbe child with enuresis to a 
doctor, A few mothers mentioned being' aware that bed -



wetting Was: the symptom̂ :; riot the problem. Birth Lpf-Xa ' 
sihling, moving, and sibling starting to kindergarten, for 
example,, were mentioned as happenings coinciding with the 
onset of the bed-wetting problem, A majority of the mothers 
however, placed the emphasis on the. restriction of liquids, 
habit, or sound sleeping„ v ,

: The analysis of the toilet training problems
represented by these one hundred twenty cases revealed two-: 
and-one-half times as many boys as girls were affected.
Bowel control problems outnumbered the bladder control 
problems four-to-one. parental remarks substantiated the 
existence of cultural pressure on the mother whose child was 
not yet trained \ at the; age ;of two years» In almost' all 
cases of problems with children over two years of age, the 
mothers’ letters revealed violation, of one to three of the 
generally recommeridori fules coneerning toilet training-(see : 
page 09 )« lo mother recognized that- her child’s telling 
her after he had wet was the first step.in the learning 
sequence o' ' ./These mother s seemed to think that their child
ren were being perversee

The majority of parents- whose children were over 
. two years of age. were; guilty of punishing' and shaming their 
children for lack of success in toileting® The recommenda
tion of authorities that parents maintain a calm, matter-of-



fact approach tot o i le t tr ainlng ,;wa s' the most frequently . - 
Ignored recommerida11on in the 'area of toilet training proh- 
:lems. : f / \ \ . ,

V v : ' :;  ̂ iv„ d i s g i p m b  : i - . ;;
Description of the Problem Area f ,, ; 1 y ; ,

The parents descrihed their problems in the area of
r discipline either in terms of . the ydhild8, s attitude} which 
'was un s a 11 is fact dry to the pare n t s,, . or in terms of their own 
inability to apply discipline that would achieve the desired 
results. In both methods of presentation the problem was 
essentially the same? ’’'Unsatisfactory response :to disclp- _ 
line 5 ” item one ln: Table, IV. ■ : . . :

:. The second item in Table TV consists of-specific; 
incidents of behavior that were either displeasing or

" puzzling to' the chiIdreh1 s parents. These letters on ..
/Specific incidents did not contain statements or implica
tions of parental difficulty in the; area of discipline as 
a whole» . d d-'' : ■ '■ . ' rd : :dd :

Almost all children display some' behavior Mprbbn 
lems.’’'; M Conger (11? 258) state ? ”A, child, should ;
not be considered * neurotic5 or ’problem5 unless the fre- . 
quency and/or intensity of these reactions interfere with 
effective functioning or the enjoyment.of normal social
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interactions»  ̂ The history of discipline methods. used lay
parents to alter the "behavior of their children reveals a

■ ;■•'phange from har;sĥ , dictatorial methods to those Of almost
complete permissivehesSo In generals disciplinary practices 

" today are pr Oh ah ly somewhere "between these two extremes»
•. ' Many authoritiesy .Read, for example, express the;.:: : •

opinion that, hy filling the children* s needs for a reason-* 
ahle pattern of authority in their lives, the setting of 

. limits has a positive• value<> Read (IS1194) states, "The ■
. ■ ̂ : • ;'isettlng of/llmits is an essential part of helping' the child; 

to act freelyo = o o Behavior which is interpreted as 8 con
trariness® may only he seeking for the security of knowing 
where the limits for behavior really are = " Spock says that' 
the child needs to feel that his mother and father, still 
have their own rights, know how to he firm, and will not 
let him he unreasonable Or rude» (15s260) The importance :

•:a of 'parental consisteney is emphasised:. hy many writers onp ;■; ■
■ the subject of discipline» Also, parents must expect of a

Child only that which he is mature enough to give= (8s231)
Most parents decide that punishment is necessary, ; 

v : ’ at one time or another p : Punishment, to he of value, must 'P ■
. be reasonahle and must never take from the -child his self-
respect or his confidence in himself or make him feel that, ; 

; '.Pas' a perSOnl he. is "bad = " The use of threats tends to PPy-P;
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The, specific Incidents of "behavior (11em two r Table 

TV) ahoht which parents wrote do not lend themselves to dis
cussion as a groups Each is an example of an isolated ease 
of usually rather unimportant behavior rather than a symptom 
of parental difficulty in the area of discipline as a whole,

- The: purpose^ Of v'disciplihO' i s to provide security 
and safety for children wliile .they are developing maturity$ ; 
with the •ultimate goal heing the. 'achievement of self-control 
"by the children themselves«, •
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Summary

TABLE IV 
DISCIPLINE

>T  ̂ _ t, -u-. Total Num- Nature of the Problem ^er of
Children Male Female Median Age 

in Months
Unsatisfactory response

to discipline 61 41 20 45
Specific incidents of problem behavior:

In presence of adult 
friends of parents 18* 15 2 66

Jmefusal to sit still 7 6 1 36
O t h e r s  20 12 6 36

Total 106 74 29 41
Median

*Each asterisk represents one case in which the sex 
of the child was not specified.

$In church, car, store, movie, restaurant, or for 
hearing of stories being read.

JIM.
wSee explanation on page 40.

The problems of discipline accounted for 7 per cent 
of the total number of children about whom -parents wrote. 
Boys accounted for 70 per cent and girls 27 per cent of the 
one hundred six children. A higher percentage of boys over 
girls is found only in the toilet training problem area.

The parents who described their difficulty with 
discipline in terms of their children*s attitudes used



words such as s insistent, stuhhorn^ demanding, willful, 
belligerent, quarrelsome, bossy, heedless, and hateful.
The parents who wrote in terms of Ineffective discipline 
said that their children tdid not mind, vWouldnl t obey 
until the third or fourth request,” "wouldn't mind until 
shouted at' or threatened, ” Fquietly does just' the oppo
site,” "won't accept adult authority," "can*t take cor
rection," and:- "wants rtb : have: hi s :'own way always»"

It was not possible from the limited information 
in each.: letter: to judge the degree and: frequency •of mis - .
.behavior| thus it cannot be said whether or not any of the 
children could be: termed neurotic. The general Impression 
from the letters was that poor discipline techniques 
brought predictable results. It was frequently evident 
that many parents argued with their Children instead of 
maintaining.friendly, but adult, authority. / ' : ‘

' llo mother stated that spanking was- never used by 
her. But many .mothers wrote, "I hate to spank, but nothing 
:else works." One 'mother wrote of her six-year-old son, "I 
believe he would‘allow us actually to beat him to death 
before he would tell us he is going to be a good boy, or. 
before he will stop 8 sassing back.-8 He keeps Insisting on 
8more, more,8 even when he is being severely beaten . <> ■ > .
he fights back to the point of a 8knock-down drag-out=8"



■ ' ' The specific incident problems were minor- in scope i ; p
as compared with tho^e of unsatisfactory response to disei^ 
pline. - • This was- true .both, in the. nature of the problem ■ 
itself and in the tone of the parents 5 letters/ The eight
een instances of a, child5 s misbehavior., in the presence of 
the ̂ parents5 adult friends seemed to be cases of jealousy of 
.parental attention or of boredom? but none of the parents 
mentioned these possibilities. The seveh examples of child
ren, median age of thirty-six months $ who would not sit still 
ware examplea of 1ack of parental understanding of .what can 
reasonably be expected at that agep The "Other" Item con- ' : 
slated of Incidents such as ,a boy who would not answer ques
tions asked of phim :bŷ  boy who,: : p , ;
recently has refused to say "thank you" to anyone„ a girl 
who refuses to take medicine» and a girl who teases the dog 
to gain the attention of her mother, ttariy of the younger 
children in "Others" exhibited behavior common at the toddler 
ages turning television; set knobs, running into the street, 
climbing on tables and on the stove, getting into everything, 
and runhlng away from their mothers when.called.

The number of problems in the behavior and disci
pline area suggests that parents encounter difficulty in 
setting reasonable limits.and in"enfording them consistently 
A large number Of these parents lacked insight as to why
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their methods of discipline did not work. The letters also 
reflected a lack Of knowledge of desirable discipline 
techniques d : yi y , / : y-', :

y: . yl y. ■ '::;Y. y TBHS10M L ,  OUTLETa ■ y '

Description'of the Problem Area ‘ . -
Tensional activities are outward manifestations of 

inner tensionso. According: to Sesell; and, Ilg (2:256),
” o e; » such outlets may serve a. function in normal as well 
as ahnormal "behavlor «n; Specialists in the field of child : ;x 
development, are agreed that children are subject to tensions 
which express themseives^ outwardly in varied kinds and • 
degrees of tenslonal aotivityl subject to wide individual 
differences= Thumb sucking, stuttering, crying and whining,. 
temper tantrumsy .use of ,a pacifier, and fingernail biting . ■ , 
are the most common» A detailed listing of the tenslonal ■ 
outlets revealed in this study appears in Table V.

Tensipnai.outlets of an oral nature may be viewed 
in relation to the Freudian concept of the oral drive» . As 
stated by Stone and Church (14277)s "According to Freud, if 
the baby is not given sufficient oral gratification, he will 
not be able to move on to more mature:modes of experience» 
That is, he will beebme ’fixated5 at- the oral level, and 
continue to seek the gratification he has missed out on .



long after It has ceased fco "be appropriate. ̂ In addition - 
to having sufficient-oral gratification, the child must find 
other areas of his life satisfying. If too much is expected 

;:of him, if he is frequently scolded and criticized, or if 
parental love is not expressed, the resuiting unhappiness 
and nervdUshess are likely to find relief through some 
form of tenslonal: outlet o

Temper tantrums are -common Until ’ the child is ahle 
to verbalize his f eelings,' but if they: become a' frequent 
pattern or persist beyond the age of about three, it is 
time to look for the cause:of.hi s continued frustration. 
Excessive crying and -whining are mild forms of tantrum 
behavior. r : ■ I;--, : : - - ' : ;

With regard to stuttering, Hurlock (4:234) states, 
"This defect is caused more by nervousness and emotional 
tens!on than by any 01her condition=" According to Telcher 
(16:234), "The child whose relationship with his parents is 
enjoyab1e and healthy is not likely to develop stuttering."

' Ilg and Ames state that bed rocking and head bang
ing are similar tenslonal outlets. They usually reach 
their peak at two^and’-one^half to three-and-one™half years 
of age and then gradually drop out. (6:155) Ce Xlssovoy
found that all of the head banging subjects .he studied had 
a history Of other rhythmic activities prior to the head
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banging* : (19i214): v ; : ' y

The reeG«nmended treatment for all forms of tensional 
butlets is the samei Find the cause dr.causes If possible* 
Teicher, (16:44) says thatp "Teasing, shaming, -threatening, 
scolding,, restraints9 have no place in treating any symp
tom at any time * >' g o One cannot help the- Child without ' .
his cooperationphor can there be any real correction of the 
symptom without corr ec tlpn of bhe under lying; cans e s * -
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TABLE V 
TENSIONAL OUTLETS

Nature of the Problem
Total Num
ber of 
ChiIdren

Male Fe
male

Median Age 
in Months

Thumb sucking 16 28 48
Temper tantrums 30 16 14 30
Stuttering 25 22 3 48
Crying and whining 23 11 12 33Using pacifier 8 5 24Fingernail biting 
Head banging and bed

4 3 44
rocking 

Chewing (on blankets.
6 3 3 21

clothing, toys) 
Pulling own hair, eye

5 3 2 36
lashes, eyebrows 4 0 4 36

Nose picking 
Attachment to toy.

4 2 2 38
blanket, diaper 

Miscellaneous 18*
4 0 21
11 6 48

Total 187 100 82 36
Median

Each asterisk represents one case in which the sex 
of the child was not specified.

Includes: sucking blanket (two), sucking tongue
(two), spitting (two), biting self (two), putting "every
thing" into mouth (two), putting objects into nose and ears, 
pushing hands against face, jumping excessively, rolling head 
and singing, picking fuzz and rubbing it under nose, fliuning 
fingers, moaning and making noises, playing with nipples.

Tensional outlets accounted for 12 per cent of the 
total number of children about whom parents wrote. Thumb 
sucking, stuttering, crying and whining, temper tantrums.



■ ■  ̂ ■v.: ^ ; ■. 45using a paoifiex1̂  and ^iiigertail bliting accounted for 78 
per dent of the tensional outlets. In this problem area,
54 per cent of the cases were maless 44 per cent females, 
and in 2 per cent bf the cases sex was not specified. 
Tensional outlets tied with sex in this study as the two 
problem areas having the highest proportion of females.

:  ̂ In the study .as a whole, parents wrote in concerning 
six.males for every four femalesf yet, with stuttering '-yt
excepted, the ratio between males and. f emales in the 
tensional outlet area is one to one«. These findings agree , 
with the statement by. 5tone and Church (141230) that, .
11 Prior to puberty, at least, girls are more sub idet than 
boy 8 to 1 nervous habit si: nailbiting, thumb sucking., etc., 
with a large exception madefor stuttering.” i

' Females outnumbered the males in three items: ,
thumb sucking| crying and whining| and pulling hair, eye
lashes, and eyebrows = The thumb-sucking item was made up 
of 60 per cent females and 34 per cent males, and in 6 ■ I 
per cent of the cases the sex was not specified. In the 
item "Orylng and whining" the girls exceeded the boys by 
7 per cent. . In the f our cases reported., of the pulling of
hair, eyelashes, arid eyebrows^ none were boys.

With th© exception of stutterihg, most of the 
letters revealed that the parents- regarded their childs a



particular tensional outlet as a .bad habit. Eleven of the 
letters bn stuttering mentioned possible sources of tension: 
sibling jealousy (three)3 playing with older children (two), 
mother expects,too much (two), husband ”picks" on chiId, :

"difficulty over toilet training, child forced to stop thmrib 
' sucking began stuttering, poor mother“Child relationship„■
Two mothers thought that their child had learned Stuttering 
' from playmates. • v. " / •- . .

.The following letter is quoted because it contains 
elements not usual, in the other letters in’the tensional out
let categoryo: This mother had taken her child to a pediatri
cian for. advice on how to stop the "bad habit.” She asked 

y in her let ter if the 'chi Id'- could have been "marked" but did 
not elaborate. .There were only two such references in all 
of the letters.The tenslbnal outlet itself was unique,
In common with the other mothers who wrote about problems 

■; in this area,•she regarded her child«s tensional outlet as.
: a "habit.” : ’ v -
. : , y -v My little' boy Steye; Is five years nld.; . he:lhas :

i ; a habit , hervousness ' or something, •'that makes him . 
take both hands and press just as hard as he can 
to his face» It looks awful, He has done it as 5 >

• long as I can remember. So l took him to Dr. / . .. , 
y . . ay child speciaiist, when he- was: about, .three y y The y- 

doctor said not to pay any attention to it for it 
probably was just a habit like thumb sucking and 
he!d outgrow it|. but he - hasnt t. Every time I look 

■ outyand see-.him. playing he is doing it with: ali 
his strength'. :.-Even when he is looking at tele- 
vi si on or -even- when we go visiting, no children
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around. Is it exelteiiient or ::does he nofc know? He 

• more or less does it unopnsoiously,= I have been, ;;; v; ■ ' when. I catch him doing it, .saying $ Steve, don9 fc do v . : <
/ ■ V-that,8 and I also tell him the . kids will make fun -•. of him if he don8 b stop it when he goes to school. :

Am 1 right in tellihg him this? I am’ at my wits ' - iend about this problem because instead of getting 
better it seems ;li'ke he has been doing it more in ’

. /the: .last ;S!x: or eighf months« Gould he be marked? ■ ' - v; V ’’; That is the worst habit he has got. He has another • ' : .
bad habit but I understand one question a month.

7• v i S ' k v  ■ v i »  ' ; # d T i o m i , ,  p r o b l e m s  ; ;

Desoflption of the Problem Area
Problems which are basically emotional in origin 

may be of; multiple and non-specific causation. Some prob
lems display almost unlimited symptoms> and they cannot be 
categorically labelled. Other problem areas of this report ,; 
include, problems which, are undoubtedly symp t oms of Chi M r  en1S g ■ ■ 
emotional difficulties. Such symptoms frequently emerge as 

- tensionai outlets or toilet training, eating, sleeping, or ; 7 
.behavior' pfoblbms^ Individual differences in the rate of: ’ •
growth apply to emptional growth as well as to physical 

. growth, . . , kv;":;!: 7 Vh' ' ; ; ; '-’y...;
. The types of behavior .generally considered to be of l ;
emotional origin which are included in this section, listed 

, in the order of their frequency,;, ares sibling jealousy,
. aggre.ssivenesS-, inattention .(daydreaming and dawdling), . ;1 ' 
negativism, insecurity, .compulsive interest in fire, lying % - 

. and stealing, shyness, ':iealousy of mothers9 attentiCn, , ; ’



withdrawal, and- worrying. Pears are listed separately in 
Table VII. / : :  Y , :

Hurlock:: states that jealousy is an outgrowth of 
anger. (4s272) Common responses caused by feelings of ■ 
jealousy are: general naughtiness, hurting the offender
(aggressiveness), reverting .to infantile behavior (bed 
wetting,: thumb sucking, drinking from a bottle), pretending 
to be ill or afraid, and refusing to eat. Children are not 
deliberately'jealous; they cannot help their feelings.
Their problem may "be compounded by f eelings of guilt because 
of their jealousy. Telcher (16:103): advises, 11 The key to 
dealing with children's jealousy reaction is to recognize 
them as Inevitable, to minimize the. effects as much as 
possible» . . o Permit the child to express his jealous 
: feellngsyir •'; :• ■ g g1 / ■.r;. •: ’ . d ;

,Hussen and Conger state that the emotional responses 
of a,ngep, : aggression,i: and fear ' have physiological and 
neurological bases; but they are subject to the laws of 
learning. . (111S03) The more frequently, for, example, .that 
aggressive •responses bring rewarding results to the child, 
the stronger the aggressive drive will become, negative and 
destructive behavior become reinforced in the same manner. 
Stone and Church (Id:113) state, "negativism Is a normal, 
healthy, part of development and, unless it is Inflated Into



an issue between parent arid'childs soon" is assimilated to 
the more positive aspects of autonomy»” Destructive behav- 

Result;-.ff̂ câ -̂f'eeiirigs/of.jealousy,:-..lacli;- of attention, 
unreasonable restrictions or expectations, or other similar 

- causes>, :> ri';" : x ri':': V ;.
What appears to adults as inattention or daydreaming 

may be intense concentration by the child on something of 
interest to himo Actual inattention and daydreaming are a 
mild form,of withdrawal« 'Withdrawal is an escape for the 
child from a reality that is ih some way too difficult or 
unpleasant for himo' Withdrawal is generally•regarded as a .

: ■symptom of serious emotional-disturbance. , . : - ' ■
llg and Ames state that the approximate age of 

fhrec^and-one-half years Is a period of. marked Insecurity, 
disequilibrium, and incoordination. Environmental factors 
may;aggravate or prolong this period, but it is so common 
that in many cases growth factors alone produce it. (6:59)
The item t!Insecurity" in Table VI refers to problems in 
which the child was said to feel insecure, to be sensitive, 
to have an inferiority complex, or to lack self-confidence,
' 'Ijying and stealing are generally considered to be
primarily emotional problems. .Untruths told by young child
ren often reflect their inability tp' distinguish between the 
world of reality and the world of fantasy. An older child



may steal or lie in order to reinforce his self-image? 
whereas a younger child may have a temper tantrum to relieve 
his tensions. Stone and Church (14:159) state, "lying is 
sometimes the first refuge for a frightened child whose 
trust must he won anew."

V  Peary worry, and fascination with fire are closely ■: 
related. Mussen and Conger (111125) state, "It seems clear 
that,regardless of the original stimuli which, may produce 
fear, the great majority of human .anxiety responses, and the 
ones which are most likely to he crippling to an individual!s 
attempts to adjust to his environment, are learned."
Euriook defines worry as an imaginary form of fear. (4:265) 
Cesell and Ilg state that although fire itself may not he 
fea.red, there may he a compulsive interest in everything 
about fire. (2*175) Ample opportunity to talk arid to read 
about fire and to have adult supervision in experience with 
fires' may help a child to overcome such a potentially hazard
ous interest o

:. Children, vary greatly in their susceptibility to 
fear. - For subsequent good emotional adjustmentunduly fre- 
.quent fear responses must he: replaced by mature, purposeful , 
reactions to previously fear,•.elielting Stimuli. (11:260) , 

The types of behayior/thot of ten .indicate the ;" 
presence of emotional problems are summarized in Table VI.
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TABLE VI 
EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

Total Num
Nature of the Problem ber of Male Fe Median Age

Children male in Months
^Sibling jealousy 85*# 51 32 42
Aggression 25 15 10 57
Inattention (daydream

ing, dawdling) 24 20 4 84
Negativism 17 12 5 36
Insecurity 15 8 7 66
Compulsive interest in

14*fire 11 2 60
Destructiveness 10 5 5 48
Lying and stealing

10*
6 4 84

Multiple symptoms 5 4 72
Shyness 9 5 4 39
Jealousy of mothersT

attention 7 6 1 32
Withdrawal 6 3 3 124
Worrying 5 3 2 72

^^Miscellaneous 17 4 13 60

Total 254 154 96 60
Median

'*Each asterisk represents one case in which the sex 
was not specified.

jiSeventy-five of these were jealousy of younger sib
lings, four were jealousy of older siblings, and six were 
sibling rivalry or quarreling.

^Selfish (three), overly talkative (two), constant 
complainer (two), desirous of lighter comnlexion, resentful 
of having been born a girl, obsessed with the color green, 
draws people without bodies, seemingly unable to learn 
notes in music, resorts to ache or pain when displeased, 
cruel to animals, rejects sympathy, desires to put fingers 
in mother1s mouth while going to sleep, and a mother who 
asked if loud noises produce nervousness in a baby.
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TABLE VII 
FEARS

Nature of the Problem
Total Num
ber of 
Children

Male Fe
male

Median Age 
In Months

Noises 9 4 5 38^Multiple fears 9 3 6 36Storms 7 5 2 36Water, ocean 5 3 2 54Specific people 3 1 2 19Dark
Ghosts and Halloween

3 3 0 58
masks 3 2 1 34Going to the hospital 3 

Bleeding, scrapes, and 3 0 46
scratches 2 2 0 54Death of parents 2 0 2 54Handicapped persons 2 2 0 39

Crowds 2 0 2 62
Being in rooms alone 
Letting mother out of

2 0 2 unspecified
sight 4 3 1 61-•^Miscellaneous 13 7 6 65

Total 69 38 31 50
Median

'' Combinations of: fire trucks and sirens; dogs and
carnival rides; storms, trains, planes, roars, and rumbles; 
dogs and closed doors; many objects and of mother leaving; dogs and cars; water and policemen; dark, dogs, and of being 
alone; mother out of sight and of the sound of a car in the 
driveway.

Consists of: noise and violence on television
and in the movies, pre-school children, barber shop, insects, 
nursery school, kidnapers, walking home from kindergarten, 
fire and bombing, riding on the school bus, holes in clothing (phobia of an eleven-year-old boy), shadows, riding 
with someone she does not know, and dogs.



Eittotional problems,, including fears., coneerned: '523 
children and constituted 20 per cent of the total 1,587 
children> Jealousy and fears were the two most frequent 
problems, accounting for almost 50 per cent of the total 
emotional problems» The males outnumbered the females three 
to two. The males gained their large majority in five 
itemss sibling jealousy, inattentive behavior, negative 
behavior, etimpulsiye intereSt infire, and jealousy of . •
their mothers* attention.

It is important to point out that, these sibling . ' 
jeaiousy problems are only the cases in which the parent 
recognized that jealousy was the. problem® The number of 
problems in other categories which seemed to the investi
gator to be symptoms of jealousy rather than the problem 
stated by the parent , would double or triple the nighty-flve- ■ 
sibling jealousy problems .shown in Table VI» Many parents 
wrote Of their problem and almost as an afterthought .men- ■ 
tioned a younger sibling, often stating that they were sure 
the problem was hot jealousy "because he- loves his baby , 
sister very much."

: The median age of thirty-six months for negative 
behavior might suggest that the younger half were in the . 
%negative" phase Of development and that the older half had 
fduhd negative responses to their advantage and were



utilizing them as a: means of ad justment .
The multiple symptoms of emotional problems included 

the following combinations: light on to go to sleep, shy,
: would wear .only slacks, : wore a hoy's, fur-trimmed cap .in; , . 
winter (a girl)| selfishness, comhihed with sleeping and eat
ing. problem s. $ negative behavior, highly excitable, slaps 

>othersjCnieS' easily| sucks thumb, pulls the hair on another 
person's arm, jumps on furniture, throws toys, is a problem - 
eater % Wets bed and .bites nails | sucks thumb and wets bed; 
changes shirt several times a day, exhibits negative behav- y 
iorg wets bed, bites nails, lies, is unhappy; exhibits - 
hypersehsitive,-nervous, and excitable behavior| bites 
nails, stutters, is nervous) and sucks, thumb and has- diffi
culty with toilet training. These multiple symptoms show ; 
the inter-relationship be tween: ten si onal outlets, toilet 
training, eating and sleeping problems, and emotional prob
lems. • . With, the: exception of withdrawal, the group of child
ren exhibiting multiple symptoms are probably the most 
serious cases of emotional disturbanceo ." v
i •■ :'Withdrawal is considered a symptom Of serious p 
emotional difficulty (see page 49). The median age of one 
/hundred'•twenty-fbur months for .these children exhibiting 
'withdrawal tendencies Indicates that their problems have .v 
existed for a prolonged period of time.



The fears listed in' Table VlT attest to the wide.; 
variety of stimuli which produce fear reactions... Mussen 
and Gongeh state that In a study conducted in 1935 by 
Jersild and Holmes in which parents reported fear responses 
of their own children over a twenty-one-day period, girls 
showed more fear responses than boys« • (112261) In the 
current study the highest percentage of females in the 
entire study is found in the fear category, 45 per cent 
female to 55 per cent male« - . . ’ . ' ■

■ ; The study of Dakota Indian children by Wallis (32) 
revealed their most common fears as animals, accident and 
pain, and strange situations. In Table ¥11 animals and 
strange situations do not appear, although fear of dogs is 
listed among the multiple-fears^ ,study (22)
listed the 'predominating f ear s ;:of: children in three states 
ip India as; spirits, thieves, and fire, none of which 
appears in Table ¥11 o ' . ' d

As a whole the: emotional problems presented by' ; 
parents seemed to be of a more basic nature than, problems 
in other areas. In other areas the problems were primar
ily lack of parental knowledge of developmental'growth 
patterns, lack of knowledge of normal behavior* and of 
inept parental techniques in guiding their children. The 
parental letters about emotional; problems gave more frequent



indieations that the child about whom the - parent wrote was
■truly disturhed. - ; 1 . : '' : '
s. . -■ i?he :i*pl-l0'Wiĥ  two letter s. are • presented "because of
the multiple symptoms; involved :and hecause the problems . 
appear to have reached an advanced stage =

Danny8s stepfather was transferred here , . # and 
instead of Danny improving in his attitudes he is ■: 
worse. We.have been here three months and already , the principal of the school has-brought him home and 

’ , said he would have to;be expelled as he argues, lies, 
sassesj and causes confusion in school, on the bus, •.

; . and at the . bus ; s tops,>:: ii'ye 'had a balk wi th .his- ;
■ , ','■■■■ also • the principal, about his background, ..■■ and they have talked with Dahny and: tried to help ' 

him, but he doesn* t pay any attention to anyone, ' He 
has sassed the neighbors and gotten into a fight with 
the children. . And has started telling so many fibs • 
that. I don! t know when to believe him and not! .» v .

... Ism almost sick with fear: something will- happen that 
will really get him into serious trouble if he isn't 
. checked soon. He has a very resentful attitude and
. says he doesn' t care what happens to him,’’also he 'threatens to run away all the. time, and does go off :

. ■ for ;hourS: without .tel and I worry so about, him..
■ Do hhjey have :a: child 'guidance: clinic hereh v I'm
.. willing to .do anything to help him, maybe someone at 

the clinic can reach him,■ I can't and neither can his 
teachers or my husband.- He; shuts himself off from you 
when you talk to him., and butts in in the middle of 
the talk and also if grown, people are talking he thinks 
nothing of butting in. Please help me if you can, and 
I'll appreciate it from the bottom of my heart. If 
the clinic is the answer, 'please advise me where it is.

The : second letter t ; ■ •■ ' ■ ' - ''
■■■'.''■■. I have ,a:; si^ptyearrpl^ dattghter and one of the prob-' lems I have, with her is not...wanting to dress like a 

girl. Wants to wear .slacks and even last winder to ;
; school: wore; a bOy * s. fur r trimmed cap .1-What am I to do 
to get her to dress like a girl should? And another . 
problem is not wanting to go to the dentists. Dries 

' : every time and don't want:to get in the dentist chair. ,



And the third problem is wanting to stick to her baby 
habits ye to ' Such as having a light, in her room on at night,when she goes to bed and before I can switch it 
off she must be asleep <, or she will cry about it „ She 
'didn®t finish her year of school last year because 
something turned■up which the teacher said she■was not ■ 

... grown up enough yet to take, ' Something was said to her 
by someone o 'I had to let her wear slacks about all ... ...year she went and someone might of said something to 

: her about that„ ■ She was learning good in school for as 
shy as she is. : . .../ / : -.

. : VII. SEX ' . . ' ;

Description. of .the: Problem Area ' : .
The parents8 concerns in 91 per cent of the ques

tions bn the subject of sex were sex play-and experimenta- . 
tion among children, sex education,’ and. masturbation. ,

/ Sex development follows a pattern. Hurlock (4;483) 
states, RFreud .(1920) was ttie first to recognize the fact 
that the sex development of the individual follows a pattern 
as definite and predictable in form as the pattern of devel
opment of other aspects; of the child's life» o :> ,»f® Curi
osity about sex, masturbation, and sex play among four-to- 
six-year olds are usually considered normal,rather than . 
abnormal. Desell and Ilg state that boys are more, active 
and' persistent in experimental play and exploration than are 
girls. (28.317) V  .; . ' : .

"Parents® reactions to their youngster*s sexual
curiosity," accordihg to Mussen and Conger (11:237), "may . : 
affect significantly his general •attitudes toward .sex. .
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Parents who deal simply a W  real!31ioally with sex questions 
are more likely to foster healthy attitudes- toward sex in 
their ,child.0’T Parents are .frequently . advised that the time 
to give: Sex instruction should he guided by the child8 s' 
curiosity. Too much information given too soon only bewil
ders &nd Gonfuses the child*

Ilg and Ames discuss masturbation as a tehsional out-- 
let rather than as a sex-associated problem. They (6?165) 
;state, "A 'recent point of view is that masturbation hot only 
does not do harmP but that excessive efforts on the part of 
parents; to stop or prevent it actually may in themselves be 
harmful*n Stone and Church comment on the influehce of 
culture on parental attitude toward masturbation. TJnlike 
some other societies'^ ours has placed powerful taboos on 
masturbation| and there is no iloribt that many irrational 
threats have been made by adults to check its practice.

; ( 141167) ■ ; *  ■ ■ . ;

One recommendation frequently made to parents is 
that if the child* s interests are diverted away from him- :
self and into other chahhels> and if efforts are made to 
see that he is happy and free of tensions? masturbation 
generally ends. ; I' ' b-iy - V;
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TABLE VIII 
SEX

Nature of the Problem
Total Num
ber of 
Children

Male Female Median Age 
in Months

Sex play and experimen
tation 36^l 24 12 57

Sex education 24** 9 13 60
Masturbation 10 3 7 51
Parental nudity 5 3 2 36
Pornographic literature 1 1 0 102
Excessive interest in sex 1 1 0 48

Total 77 41 34 54
Median

*Each asterisk represents one case in which the sex 
was not specified.

Questions on sex accounted for 5 oer cent of the 
total number of children about whom parents wrote. Of 

' these seventy-seven questions on sex, 47 per cent were about 
sex play and experimentation, 31 per cent sex education, and 
13 per cent masturbation.

The parents of 7 per cent of the children in the 
sex-question category were concerned with whether or not 
children should be allowed to see their parents nude. If 
nudity is all right in front of small children, they asked, 
at what age should it be discontinued? The texts (2, 4, 6,



8; 11s 14  ̂ 16) which the investigator consulted did not dis
cuss this topico However<, in a recent trade book Eckert 
(Is 45) writess-

Many parents do not deliberately ”exposen them
selves to their children; nor, on the other hand, 
do they nmake something of it” by ordering .child- >
ren but of their bedroom when they want to get 
dressed. Children soon pay •little attention to 
casual exposure if they are brought up in such 
environment. The desihe'for privacy varies with : \

; individuals and with age. To go beyond what is 
’’comfortabie” for the parent because they thought 
they should would be to confuse the child.

The parents who wrote questions on sex play and 
experimentation were all aware that it was a phase of nor-, 
mal curiosity. Some of the letters revealed parenis who . 
were finding it difficult to act as matter-of-fact -as they 
believed they should.

Hot one parent mentioned "birds^and-bees" or the 
stork. All parents said that.they gave truthful, factual 
answers to their children® s questions. This would seem to ; 
be an indication of a general trend to realism. The par
ents 1 questions were primarily asking for advice on the 
quantity and timing of sex education.

r ' There were1 twice as many boys as girls about whom ■ 
parents wrote concerning sex play and experimentation. This 
finding agreed with the statement by Tig and Ames quoted on 
page 57. Girls outnumbered boys in parentai questions oh 
sex education and on masturbation. - ,



Hone, of the parents referred to masturhatlon as a 
tensional outlet nor as a possible symptom of emotional 
problems or of sexual anxietiese The parents who asked 
questions-about masturbation seemed aware that It was not 
uncommono Their questions were either whether or not to try 
to stop the masturbation^ or, how to stop it» ■

Hales were concerned in 53 per cent of the seventy- 
seven questions on sex, girls in 44 per cents and the sex 
was unspecified in 3 per cent. Sex tied with tensional out
lets as the problem are#' having the second highest percent
age of females, .-:

- • J..; ... vxii'v. family reiatiohships
Description of the Problem Area.,-' tv.. . , . ,

, The family relationship concerns about which parents 
wrote were.r interpersonal .relationships . between mother' and , 
child5 father and child/ parents or child-and grandparents. 
Others were: money mahagement>. including children® s allow
ances? the home responsibilities of children? time manage- ; - 
mentand family activities; and,the employment of the mother 
away from home» ' ' '

■, Hurloek, (4:514).statess "Becanse the home is the. 
child® s first environment5 it sets the pattern for his 
attitudes toward people? things, and life - in general. •
The baby®s first attachment is to his mother. Later?



children1s preferences for one parent or another are likely 
to fluctuate from time to time. The child "becomes astute 
in his judgment; of which parent "gives" him the most in fun, 
affection, and freedom.;

- "It is the emotional relationships within the home,"- 
write Jenkins, Shaeter, and Bauer (82386), "which make the 
■essential difference "between a home in which'growth goes 
freely forward' .and one in which it is hampered," Musseh and 
Cbnger.state that many child specialists recognize the impor
tance of estahiishing strong and satisfying emotional mother- 
child relationships, very early in lif e = (11:152) It is
important that a child has a parental figure with which to/ 
identify himself| a child relies largely.on his parents for 
his models„ Parental feelings vary from complete rejection ■ 
of their children to over solicitation and protection. As - 
a result, children have personalities that are equally 

' diverse6 '-■' -I . ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ;
The child5s association with other' relatives is most 

satisfying if wisely guided by the parents into channels 
,which enable him to enjoy the relationships rather than 
emphasizing the differences. This becomes more difficult to 
accomplish if the home is.shared with relatives= ,

Children are generally more cooperative in,matters 
of money, allowances, and their own home responsibilities if 
they are consulted and if mutually acceptable compromises. .



are agreed upon., Sh&red ‘family aetivities are desirables 
but the plans need•to be flexible and to be, adapted to the 
ages and the interests of the various family members»

Family relationships are so intricately emotional • 
in nature that specific factors are difficult to evaluate»

• .lussen and Gonger (112 536) summarize^ "All the differences 
in home backgrounds and family situations of- well-adjusted 
and .poorly adjusted children indicate that tensions, unhap- ' 
pinesss and inharmonious family relationships are likely to 

. produce poor adjustment in children. The well-adjusted 
Child apparently experiences less frequent turmoil and ten- . 
sion in :hls family l i f e .
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Summary

TABLE IX 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Total Num Sex not MedianNature of the Problem ber of Male Fe Speci Age inChildren male fied Months
Relationships:

Mother-child 32 19 13 0 36Father-child 12 10 2 0 48Grandparent-family 14 4 7 3 56"General family 20 9 7 4 54
##Time management and

recreation 15 6 4 5 36
Home tasks of children 11 2 9 0 96Preparing children :for

birth of sibling 10 5 5 0 26Money management 9 2 1 6 42
Mother employed 4 2 2 0 36

Total 127 59 50 18 42
Median

^Parental quarreling, influence of retarded uncle, girl unhappy at home, elderly aunt requests one of eight 
children be "given" to her, child expects parents to know 
"all the answers" and to reply in the exact wording he has 
in mind, boy will not ride his bicycle, teen-age boy dis
regards both parents, boy feels girls are preferred by par
ents, mother and stepfather uninterested in girl, and three
cases of typical middle-child problems.

Schedule of time to manage four children, amount of 
outside activity desirable (scouts, music, athletics, clubs),
ideas for family fun in the evenings, best use of leisure
time with children, desirable schedule with two babies, com
plaint that child leaves parents no time of their own.



Family relationship;:: problems involved 8 pen cent of 
the total number of children about whom parents asked ques
tions °' The males accounted.for 46 per cent, females 39 per . 
cent# and sex unspecified 15 per cento The.only questions 
in which .more females were involved than males were family 
relationships with grandparents ancl in questions concerning 
children*s home responsibilitieso

; V . The mother "Child: relationship Was the su’bject' of the 
largest number of questionsj, and most of these questions 
were by mothers who stated that their children were, overly 
dependent upon them« The boys outnumbered the girls three 
to two. Eleven cases of this dependency involved children 
with a median age of forty-two months who would not stay in .. 
Sunday. School without their mothers> The remaining cases 
of mother, .dependency had a median age :of only twenty-eight 
monthss which suggests the possibility that these mothers 
were finding the constant care of small children more exact
ing and .time-consuming than they had anticipated.: It; is ' to 
be expected that such young children will be highly depend
ent upon their mothers o Most.of these problems will 
resolve with time as the children* s horizons widen.

The father-child relationship problems seemed more 
serious.and:deep-rooted in Character. One mother wrote,
"I have a little girl twenty-one-months old, and she shows



no affection for my husband. For a time he refused to■play 
with her and her advances towards him met with angry words 
and disapproval* What can he done to bring about a proper 
relationship beWeen them?" Another wrote, "My husband 
doesn't mean to show partiality, but the older child (girl) 
can do no right and' the boy can do no wrong*" A .third 
example was „ . "My husband gets hurt over his son’s seemingly 
apparent dislike," Still another wrote, "My husband makes 
fun of the things his nine-year-old son makes and bawls him 
out a lot» The boy feels that his father doesn’t like him®" 

The relationship;difficulties with grandparents were 
petty father than serious, The'majority of the problems 
were the not-uncommon differences of opinions with in-laws 
and the mothers-ln-law.;who ,-critlclzed,- The only problem 
which seemed serious was that of a mother and infant daugh
ter who; had lived with the 'mother! s parents. Recently the 
mother had become employed in another city, and her parents- 
refused to allow her the custody of her own.daughter. Two 
mothers wrote that their children were unusually fond of 
their grandmothers, one child to the point of Illness attrib 
uted to emotional upset 'because; of separation from her grand 
mother». ■ - - . '

The questions., concerning" home: tasks of children R 
were all requests for advice about what should be expected



of childrens and how- to get the children, to accept the" 
responsibility for performing the tasks. One mother asked 
how to handle the problem of childrenrs.quarreling while . 
they were performing their home tasks. ' '

The money management questions were requests for 
advice on the amount of chi M r e n 's allowances> how best 
to spend the family income, and whether or not a seven- 
year-old child should be told of her parents? :financial 
difficulties. Three of four requests concerning working 
mothers merely asked if her working were advisable- when 
'her children here small.- ';0:-

Of the one hundred twenty-seven children about whom 
parents wrote of•family relationshipr problems, the only - 
ones suggesting•the-possibility of deep emotional implica
tions were the father-child difficulties and that of the 
child whose grnadparents would hot relinquish her custody 
to her mother. r :' • -

v \ 1 ' ixl . sohooi, ' . :
Description of the Problem: Area - . - ■

'The problems related to school, as presented by the 
parents, werei lack of application to schoolwork; aspects 
of readiness and.chronological age for school entrancei 
difficulties with specific academic subjects| undesirable



behavior at school, including 'both aggressiveness and ; 
extreme shyness| dislike of school| vomiting| inability to 
eat breakfast due to feelings about school; ahd crying 
easily in kindergarteno 
/ : ‘ Olson, Hughes, and Eyines (12, 5), among others, 
emphasize that the individual rate•of growth of each child 
and the chronological age/at which he attains a particular : 
level of maturation are the keys to under standing many of 
the problems of children in the school situation. Six is 
an average age of school readiness, which means that approx 
imately one-half.of the children of age six are not yet 
ready. The immature child, as well as the one who has. 
health, home, or personality disadvantages, finds adjust
ment to school more difficult than does' his more mature, 
more fortunate peer. .

The problems about which parents and teachers ask 
are more often symptoms of the real problems» Teicher 
(16§221) states, ffAn experienced, sensitive teacher can 
often spot a troubled child by his appearance, his atti
tudes, his•Class behaviorj his play and social techniques, 
his interests." Tig and Ames (6s291) states. ,

These behaviors,about which parents and teachers 
; complain--the inattention, the fobling around, the 
lack of concehtratingVl the ̂ daydrearning, the poor ' ; '
reading performance--all in our opinion are not signs 
of weakness or badness which pimply must be overcome.
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Rather, they are danger signals which tell us that 
something (or often many a thing) is wrong with the 
school situation for this particular child at this 
time.

Summary
TABLE X 
SCHOOL

Total Num-
Nature of the Problem ber of Male Fe Median Age

Children male in Months
Lack of application to

22*schoolwork 15 6 84
^Specific academic diffi

16*culties 11 4 84
Readiness for school 12 8 4 60
Undesirable behavior at

school (including shy
ness) 9 5 4 78

Dislike of school 4 1 3 60
Vomiting due to apprehen

sions about school 4 2 2 78
Promotion 3* 1 1 84
Dawdling at breakfast on (72)4#school mornings 1 0 1
Crying, easily upset at

(60)^kindergarten 1 1 0

Total 72 44 25 82
Median

*Each asterisk represents one case in which the sex 
was not specified.

Seven of these were reading problems.

Not included in median figure in category total.



The school problems accounted for 5 per cent of the 
chlidreh about whom parent s. wrbtê , Of: .these -sevehty-twp - 
school problems# 31 per Cent were concerned with children’s 
lack of application to. their .schoolwork. '.' Difficulties with . 
reading (seven)j, writihgy numbers, neatness, and seatwork 
,were the type of. .specific ’academic problems making up 22 
per cent of the parents’ questions. Readiness, age require
ments and similar problems pertinent to children’s entrance 
into kindergarteh or school constituted 17 per cent of the 
problems. Undesirable behavior, including three children , 
who would hot recite in School (the parents attributed it" .
.to extreme shyness), made up 13 per cent of,the questions 
in the category of school proble m s M o r e .than twice as • 
many boys as girls, were subjects of parental concern about 
application to schtiolwork,; readiness, -and specific academic; 
difficultieso Pemales outnumbered the males only on the 
problem, of dislike, of schbpi, ' ... v; , ; .. ’

■ The parents’ questions about the school problems 
of their children reyealsd:an.almost cbmplete lack of 
parental knowledge of. the individual growth and maturation, 
pattern, unique in each .child, as: it applies to the school 
situation, ■ Of the 31 per cent concerned with lack of , 
application (boredom, dawdling^ .daydreaming, poor, work 
habits), all of the parents (and some quoted the teacher



as well) 5, said, ,rHe could do better If be would." Tig and 
Ames (6:291) state that tbelr experiences with children hav
ing poor school adjustment; have: led them to reverse that 
statement to, "He would do better if he could." • The parents 
and : some of; the. teachers quoted seemed to- believe it to be , - 
solely a matter of the child1s will power. It was the 
investigator5s opinion that this mistaken belief is in a 
large measune responsible for all of the problems listed in 
Table X. There was:no way of Judging from the information - 
in the letters how many additionai factors (such as home 
Situation, health, and personality) were in operation.

: r / \ v : v ^ x <  : nm- d-v" ■’' : " ■ : ;
Description of the Problem Area -

• ' The play problems revealed in this study were prl” \ 
marily neighborhodd and peer, sibling, and solitary play 
problems. . Telcher (16s125) defines and describes play as,
"It is a way of learning, a means of exploring and mastering 
the outside world,a natural;: way of controlling fears and ' 
difficult feelings, such as those .of anger or hate, which 
the child dare not. express in the real world. . _. . Play 
helps a child to develop and to master his growing powers." 
Ghildren do not have to be taught: to play. All children 
.playand they spend: a major portion of their childhood 
engaged in play activities. ■



Solitary play; parallel play* and cooperative play 
are terms often used to describe the developmental stages of 
playo "One can help a child to play aloney" writes Teicher \ 
(16§ 138) # "toy stimulating- his. -initiative, interest and activ-, 
ity .and fey ceasing to ̂ pro vide' him wl tfe enter tainmerit - commit- 
teeso" To.fee generous witfe. his possessions and to stand up 
for hi S' own- rights are .two aspects of the. child !s learning 
at play that seem to cause frequent parental concern. The 
developmental advance from solitary play to group play is; 
the means "by which a child learns to be a sociable human 
being.;v r';;:; ;; p- -r, ; : y . ■ ■ ■ ; t . , 1' :VV-:’-;V;' ■ : .; -it '
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Summary

TABLE XI 
PLAY

Total Num-
Nature of the Problem her of Male Fe Median Age

Children male in Months
^Specific peer or neigh go***borhood situation 40 17 48
Lack of participation

3 1 ^in group 16 14 66
Sibling difficulties 26 22 2 39
.Lack of self-defense 12* 6 5 30
Solitary play

fl*
13 9 32

Older playmates 4 6 42
Teasing 7 * 6 1 57
Retarded playmates 7 4 3 54
Younger playmate prefer-

jiji ©nc e ^Miscellaneous
4 3 1 69
15 10 5 56

Total 195 124 63 51
Median

*Each asterisk represents 
was not specified.

& See explanation on pages

one case in 

1 A and 75.

which the sex

JLgIncludes: desires to play always away from home
(two), desires to play only at home (three), needs to learn 
to adjust play activities to limits of -physical size (two), 
has no friends nor anything to do (two), narent asks how 
much time parents should play with their own children in 
lieu of playmates (two), parent asks advice on size of 
fenced play area and on the amount of time child should 
play in the restricted area (two), annoys and "pesters” 
mother, is too generous.



Play problems aecounted for 12 per cent of the total 
number of children about whom parents wrote. Of the one 
hundred ninety-five play problems,? specific peer and neigh-,. 
bdrhood situational problems accounted for 31 per cent. The 
lack of participation in group play was the problem of 16 per
cent of the children in the play problem category. Problems 
arising from siblings playing together and problems of soli
tary play were about equal to each other in frequency. A 
sex-assbeiated factor might be indicated in the.play problem 
classification by the fact that 64 per cent'.of .the problems 
involved boys and only 32 per cent girls, with 4 per cent sex 
unspecified. h... ,v . ;; ' t: '

The develppmental principles and the importance of _.5 
play to the child as discussed in the representative texts 
; (2, ;4, 8, ;11, 14, 16) on child development have little 
application to the majority of the play problems the parents 
asked. The neighborhood and peer problems were specific 
problem situations of which the following examples are rep- : . 
resentative i - - - ; •/ ’ - :,.

Two boys, ages three and five, live next door.
/. Our back yards are divided by a fence« - My boy is two 

years old. . . . Every time he goes out, these boys 
call him over to the fence, then throw dirt, in his 
. eyes and big rocks at him. They also poke sticks :
through the fence at him. . . . They also spit on 
him. X had this problem all last summer and thought 
they would outgrow it, but the same problem is here 
again this year. . .



Since we have moved t o ■ we have had constant , : 
trouble because of the neighbor boy. He is-six, and.1. . 
although he acts the perfect gentleman when anyone is' 
around is quite a "back biter/" and. is aloud to talk : 
back to his parenta and mistreat smaller children.
. I am confronted with the problem of my three-year- 

old little girl pushing her- .playmates. For no apparent 
. - . reason5 she just goes up to her friends and pushes 

'-l;'.:;.. y„ bheml' v^V^;: " Please advise me .as to how to best cope
; • with this problem of ' pushing. ■. ■

Parents, attributed their children^s difficulties in . 
entering into group'activities and their inabilities to form 
friendships to the children •them'selves.. In only three cases. 
of the thirty-one did thd mothers state that other children, 
or nthe group/' would not accept their child "for- some reasono 

- It was the Investigator’s opinion that in the•youngest third : 
of the group the parents were expecting more mature behavior 
than the childrenVs ages warranted. The oldest two-thirds of 
the children were possibly' slower in their social development 
than in other areas of development^ Also, possibly some of 
them were more shy and Introvert by nature than others of 
their peers o '/ ; ■ ,' \ ' :

' The median :agê  of ■thirty months for children who 
would not defend themselves would suggest that time alone 
.would probably solve;; these 'problemsV . ,- • ' ■■ ■

; The fact that 1.2 per cent of the problems in this
Study were ■ in the . ar ea of play might be an .Indication that 
texts such as those consulted (see page 74) could possibly
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■bettep meet the needs if greater emphasis and additional 
explanation were giWn to the role of play as an aspect of : 
social development. It did seem to the investigator, how
ever, that althdughythe questions on play problems were - 
numerous, they were of a more superficial nature than those 
in areas such as discipline, emotional problems, or toilet 
training, for example; y y y ' :
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X I . MISCELLANEOUS 

Description of the Problem Area
The subject matter summarized in Table XII is not 

necessarily of any less importance than those discussed 
more at length in the preceding ten sections; but the rela
tively small number of questions did not seem to warrant 
separate sections for each.
Summary

TABLE XII 
MISCELLANEOUS

Total Nunr Sex Not Median
Nature of the Problem ber of Male Fe Speci Age in

Children male fied Months
Crucial matters 40 15 17 8 54
Speech development and

defects 36 24 11 1 48
Vacations and moving 16 9 5 2 23
Clothing 17 11 4 2 37
Physical handicaps 14 5 5 4 47
Mental development 10 5 4 1 51
.Television 
^Motor development

8 4 2 2 36
7 3 4 0 42

Total 148 76 52 20 45
Median

^Includes three questions concerning handedness.

Crucial matters. This item included questions on 
adoption (twelve), death (nine), religion (seven), divorce 
(four), step-relatives (four, illegitimacy (two), and one



each on finance and war„ Divorce affects the lives of thou
sands of children| yet in this summary of over one thousand 
five hundred parental questions there were only four oh the 
subject of divorce,. Possibly parents used this question- 
answering service for information on child rearing^ but 
when divorce was involved they sought personal advice from: 
relatives or from professional counselors.' The homes in 
which divorces had occurred possibly were not child cen
tered. These parents might be less likely to purchase a 

' relatively expensive' set of children* s books which5 in 
turn, entitled them to use the question-answering service^ 

The following letter on religion is quoted because 
the problem presented was the most;, profound of those 
received on crucial matters. It is exceptional, also, in . 
that the author of the letter and her husband are both 
college graduates, a lapt mentioned earlier in her letter 
than the portion quoted: ; v : "

I' am very desirous of our Children having a strong 
.. moral trainingo My husband and I are now rather

agnostic about God„ We have heard it said that it is 
difficult if not impossible to teach children good 
character and morals if one doesn’t have an ultimate 
authority such as Sod to reinforce one1s values. 
Inasmuch as we cannot accept the God idea, we hate 
to rely on that as a tool (even: though many of her 
little friends are taught about dod). Do you think 
we can give our children that training without:that? . Also, my, daughter loves to go to Sunday School,'which 
I encourage, but are-we putting her in line for too
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many donfliGts as she will come Into eontaot with ; • ‘ children .and especially teachers teaching certain - • ■
religious.: ideas ' and dpgmas which they accept;hut her 
parents, don* t . 1' will appreciate your ideas on thisproblem very much.
' Speech Developments Learning to speak is con- : 

trolled by the Individual growth pattern of each child and 
is highly dependent upon the develdpment of muscle coordin
ation, The l i p ' t qngue, and _ thro at mu s c 1 e s as well as the 
1larynx and lungs must all be coordinated in order to pro-- 
duce speech, x Hurlock (42.205) stateSg r,.Speech development 
follows a pat tern, much the :s:ame, for/: all ichildr en»: ■ While it..
is true that some children learn to talk more quickly than

■ . ' . : . ' '■ ' ' ' ' „ .

others> this acceleration is an accompaniment Of rapid 
develdpment along other lines, notably muscle coordinatione,t 

The child learns to/speak by imitating the speech 
of persons around him. The Importance of having good '' 
models was bOrne out in three of the letters on. speech prob
l e m s I n  one case the mother reported that, after noticing ■■ 
her son1s poor enunciation of many words, she realized that 
her: husband :did not:speak those • same' words clearly either, .
,In another example, two siblings did not speak distinctly, 
their talk did not "sound" like: that of: Other, children, . The 
mother said that her husband was an auctioneer and had prac- 
. ticed his "chant" at.home a great deal. She asked, if this ,



might be wholly responsible for the children’s way of speak
ing . In a third case, the neighbors:had pointed out to the 
deaf pahents of a twenty-bne-mohth-Qld daughter that this 
daughter spo'ke nbarely. abbve a■ whisper«!f '
. , ' Thirty-six children were the subject- of parental con

cern because of speech problems,. Nine boys and one girl„ ;
having a median age of'thirty-six months? did not talk except 
for a few basic words« ' Their ages, ranged, from eighteen
months to fifty-four months« Thirteen boys and six girls *' 
having a median age of fprtyye.ight'::.mpbths were the subject 
of parental inquiry because Of indistinct speech» The age 
range of these-childreh wad fhom twenty-one months to nine 
'years» ; Four;speech problems were due to physical defects» 
... ■. Clothing. The subject of clothing often is not -
included in texts on child development = Gesell and. Ilg 
(2) include "Bath and Dressing" as a growth gradient, and 
they discuss the common age-associated characteristics»
Burlock (4%512-13) discusses the infiuence of clothing on - 
the Child and states, "The child’s clothes are not only a 
source of much pleasure to him, but they add tremendously 
to his seIf confidence» <. Clothing has a marked effect
on his behavior and a definite influence on his putlook On . 
life," Of the seventeen, questions asked about clothing, 
only four were concerned with this important aspect of
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clothing. The . other problems with, clothing and grooming 
were;.. resisting dressing and. nndreasing (four') ;, changing 
from high shoes to low; child who corrects his friends on 
their.cleaniiness habits; resisting bathing? washings sham
pooing, and haircutting (two); and whether or not twins 
should be dressed alike« All of the clothing and.grooming 
problems seemed to be of a rather Superficial nature, and 
they were not presented by the mothers as being of great . 
consequence to them, .

: Vacations and Moving, Hone of the 8even Child 
de^elopmeht .texts (2, 4, 0, 8, 11, 14, 16) consulted dis- . 
cussed the effects that moving has .upon .children <, Currently 
nearing completion ih:the School of Home Economics at the 
JUniversity,of Arizona is a study by Ramona Smith on the sub- 
' ject of .how; moving affects, childrens^ . • ; , /
, Physical Handicaps. .Blindness, color blindness,

born without three ribs,'pigeon-toed, inability to walk,/ 
achondropiastic, drooling, general poor health, undescended 
testicle, mouth breathing ( three, in one f amily), and defec
tive eyesight requiring treatment (two) were the physical 
handicaps involved'.' ,' the parents asked how, to. explain the 
' particular handicap to the child;andy in some cases, what' . 
they might do to help the child accept or adjust to the 
handicapo Four mothers simply named the handicap and asked
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what to do? giving no Indication of whether or not they had . 
donsnited a dootor. % -'i ; ■ . i ■ ; *

; Motor Developments Htirlock (4:158) states$ "During /
- the first ̂ five years of 'life, the most 'important, development 
along motor lines consists of an elahoration of native reac
tions into motor; skills of the sort that will.prove to be : 
useful to the child throughout life®n Motor development 
follows the head^to-fdot .sequence and occurs earlier in the 
structures lying nearest to the main axis than in those more 
I remote. . ; : p . i : ' : .
' fhree of the letters in the motor development class- ‘
ification were concerned with handedness. .Handedness has'.
:been the subject of dispute for many yearsP and to date 
there is no established and widely accepted explanation*

: \ 'V  '

Three questions were concerned with children who 
became frustrated at the ihability to succeed at activ
ities requiring greater muscle and motor coordination than 
:they.possessed* . One mpther wrote:that she had been told by 
a, psychiatrist that her child!s being overly active physi—
.oally was nature’s way to develop more rapidly his muscular ■
• and motor coordination. The mother wrote, that knowing why 
did not help her to cope with the problem and that the boy 
was taking all of her energy and "driving her crazy.”



Mental Development0 'Parental questions In this. ' 
classificatibn were on mental retardation^ correlation (if 
any.) ■"between the length of interest Span and intelligence, 
lack of: interest in memorizing, nursery rhymess, ihability '. 
to retell what had been seen on television or heard read 
aloud, age at which a child can"remember past events, age 
at which .a child recognizes himself .in the mirror, and lack 
of interest in learning new t h i n g s . .■. , . . .. .

Television. The parents asked if their children 
were viewing too many television programs' and what .effect 
"too much" viewing might have on the development of ■these V 
.children. Two.-out of the eight questioned the. effect of 
television on 'eyesight;.' One; mother stated that her eleven- 
year-old son was squinting and blinking, a great deal since 
they'hhve had television although having his eyes' tested 
did not reveal that any correction of vision was necessary. 
Another mother asked how to break the "habit" of her throe- 
year-old eating all of her meals ■in front of television 
because it was:resulting in "messing up the rug."



CHAPTER III

SUMMARY

TABLE XIII
PERCENTAGE OF MALE AND FEMALE CHILDREN AND RANK 

ORDER OF CHILD-REARING PROBLEMS AS PRESENTED 
BY PARENTS CONCERNING 1,587 CHILDREN

Nature of the Problem
Total Num

ber of 
Children

Sex
Male

Percentages 
Fe- Unspec- 
male ifled

Medi an 
Age in 
Months

Emotional Problems 254 61 38 1 60
Play 195 64 32 4 51
Tensional Outlets 187 53 44 3 36
Miscellaneous 148 53 34 13 48
Sleeping 133 50 38 2 28
Family Relationships 127 46 39 15 42
Toilet Training 120 71 29 0 37
Discipline 106 70 27 3 41
Weaning and Eating 99 51 40 9 26
Sex 77 53 44 3 54
School 72 61 35 4 82
Fears 69 55 45 0 50

’"’Total 1,587 58 37 5 45
Median

**The total number of males was 922; females, 584; and 
sex unspecified, 76.

Sex-Associated Characteristics
Male children were the subject of 58 per cent of the 

problems presented by parents; female children, 37 ner cent; 
and sex unspecified, 5 per cent. This wide male majority

84



would seem to Indicate that parents experience more problems 
in the rearing of boys than in the rearing of. girls'.

..So sex-rassociated differences;'Within each problem 
area can be assumed unless there is a significant:variance 
from the 58 per cent and 37 per cent figures. The male 
majority exceeded the base, figure of 58 per cent by 2 per 
cent or more in the following problem areasj, listed in rank 
order t. toilet training * discipline s play, emotional prob
lems, school, and.sleeping. The number of females was 
significantly higher than 37 per cent in the areas of fear, 
sex, tensiohal outlets> and. weaning and eating. Thumb 
sucking, a tensional outlet, was the single problem ihvolv- . 
ing the highest percentage', of f emales., 80 per cent, to 40 
per cent male.

Age-Associated Characteristics
■ ‘ The median age in each problem area was in agree- -

ment with the,statements made in the representative"texts ■ 
consulted regarding the age at which the particular prob
lem was most commbn with one possible exception, that of 
toilet training. Contrary to.what might be expected, the 
median age of children having, bbwel .control problems was-1 ' ' 
twelve months greater than the median age of children hav
ing bladder control problems, . .A pos sible- variable to be 
taken into consideration, however, is the fact that soiling



can be a symptom df emotional distress,
. ; The youngest median age occurred,, as might "be
expected* in the ahea- of w and ;eating problems. The
oldest median ages occurred in the.categories,of emotional 
problems and school prohlems. .The widest age range was ’ 
found in the-'problem of children's difficulty in going to 
sleep* a' range from one-and-one-half months fo one hundred 
f orty-f our months., i v... .

Role of Parental Perception y
, The role of perception obviously could not be tabu- 1 

lated as were, the .ages, and sex of. the children. However* 
the'letters gave many indications that parents saw problems 
in what, was normal* ordinary behavior. Examples of generally 
accepted principles of which parents■seemed Unaware were: 
appetite fluctuation and food finickiness are common among 
pre-school age children* force and'punishment have no place 
in toilet training* forms of tensional outlets, are not "bad • 
habit s * ", application to schoolwork i s - not a matter of will 
power* bed wetting among-older children is"often a symptom 
of emotional distress and.is not a toilet training problem* 
-some, limits' of behavior need to be established and consist
ently, enforced* and that certain types, of punishment and 
discipline brfpg more desirable results than others. - \ '

' . To-distinguish correctly between the problem and the



symptom also.is a matter of perception. Sibling jealousy - 
was the problem most frequently.not'recognized. Inattentive 
behavior (tmder emotional problems) and lack of application 
to schOolwork were also, regarded by parents as prOblems, 
whereas the authorities consulted regarded them as symptoms,'

Implications for Adult Education ;' '
: The implications for adult education are clear. The

parents have the children*and the problems and are anxious 
for advice, . Lack of parental knowledge of behavior that is 
normal and usual among children was evidenced in each prob- : 
lem area. , Almost equally evident were signs of parental 
inephness. in handling children; in establishing limits .and ' 
enforcing them 'consistently, and in using discipline' tech-, 
niques that produce desirable results. Adult education 
-courses could meet, these. needs... - '

implications for Child Development Courses
‘ : 1 The majority of problems emerging in this study .. 

involved the aspect of parental management of children, and 
the problems themselves were largely normal and usual. -. 1 One 
of the obvious limitations of the study is that It did not 
attempt to take Into account. the effect of. child develop- ■ 
ment courses upon those who had taken such courses. It may 
well be that the courses as presently constituted make a ' ■ ;: ,
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signifleant contrl'butlon to. the person9 s later adequacy as

- : - ‘ ' ■ '•: ' ■; : 1 ' : ■ , . a parent«, The indications of Walters9 study were: in this
dir eo t ion.

;: The present emphasis- in high school, college5 and
adult education in child development might he supplemented 
hy more emphasis. upon, guidance on handling the- "usual" 
problems encountered in rearing:children, setting necessary 
limits and 6n£orcihg■them cohslstehtly, apd methods and 
^techniques of desirable discipline. .

' . 1 ' ' ' - ' • ' ' • • ■ ... 1: James Walters, "The Effects of an Introductory
Course in ChiId. development oh - the Attitudes of College 

: 'Women Toward Child Guidance, " Journal of Experimental 
Education, .27:311-81, June, 1959. : .;
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